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Objectives of the summer flounder recreational 
demand model (RDM)

1. Predict the impact of management strategies on:
� harvest;
� discards;
� angler welfare;
� other metrics of fishing success?

2. Evaluate economic and biological tradeoffs posed by 
alternative management strategies, such as:
�   +/- bag limits; 
�   +/- minimum sizes, slots; 
�   other types of mgt. strategies?



Literature

• Similar applications of recreational demand 
modeling in fishery settings:
� Carr-Harris and Steinback 2020 – striped bass
� Lee et. al 2017- GoM cod and haddock



Lee et al. (2017) 
Results  - predicted spawning stock biomass 3 years out
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Lee et al. (2017) 
Results - predicted removals next year
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Lee et al. (2017) 
Results – predicted angler welfare next year



Approach to the summer flounder RDM 

1. Behavioral model 
• Estimates angler preferences/drivers of fishing effort
• Uses data from a 2010 choice experiment survey

2. Fishery simulation
• Simulates the fishery using historical catch and effort data 

from MRIP
• Incorporates the results of behavioral model
• Measures the effect of mgt. strategies on anglers and fish



Estimate angler preferences
Angler behavior model
• Data from a 2010 choice experiment (CE) survey

• Stated preference method for non-market valuation

• Non-market goods or attributes do not have well-defined markets, 
necessitating the use of alternative methods of valuation

• CEs ask people a series of questions that can be used to infer 
economic values, such as willingness-to-pay (WTP)

• Allow for valuation of virtually any policy-relevant attributes of 
interest (e.g., harvest, regulations, environmental quality), including 
those for which observational data are nonexistent or do not vary



Choice experiment data 

• 2010 saltwater fishing survey 

• Administered in conjunction 
with MRIP intercepts 

• Four regional sub-versions 
(ME-NY, NJ, DE/MD, VA/NC) 

• 10,244 surveys distributed, 
3,234 returned (RR=31.5%)



Example choice experiment question



Behavioral model

•  



Behavioral model results

Fluke parameters

BSB parameters



Estimated willingness-to-pay for keeping fish 
(ME-NY)

keeping 1 summer flounder  keeping ~ 2 black sea bass  keeping ~ 7.5 scup 

Willingness-to-pay for the first fish kept:

$23.29 $11.45 $3.13

= =



Fishery simulation overview
• Historical MRIP catch and effort data is used to 

simulate individual fishing trips under baseline and 
alternative mgt. strategies.

• Under the two scenarios, calculate:
• expected utility;
• probability of taking a trip;
• angler welfare;
• other metrics of fishing success?

Based on behavioral 
model parameters



Example choice occasion



Fishery simulation method

1. Simulate fishing trips, with each assigned:
• #’s fish kept/released
• sizes of fish kept/released
• trip cost

2. Calibrate the model to baseline year (2019) MRIP 
effort estimates

3. Re-run under alternative conditions, calculate changes 
in metrics of interest



Fishery simulation data
• Catch-per-trip: MRIP aggregated across 3 regions (MA-NY, NJ, 

DE-NC)

• Catch-at-length: MRIP aggregated across 3 regions in baseline 
year, adjusts to the size distribution of the population in prediction 
years

• Regulations: state level

• Behavioral parameters: 4 regions (MA-NY, NJ, DE/MD, VA/NC)

• Trip cost data: state level by mode from 2017 expenditure survey 
data



Fishery simulation
Data

2019 actual regulations



Fishery simulation - data

• Catch-at-length 
� In baseline year, use distribution fitted (gamma) to 

recent MRIP data
� In prediction year, calculate and fit based on population 

abundance-at-length



Abundance-based catch-at-length example (fluke)
Age Numbers at age y1 Numbers at age y2  

0 50361.35 75542.03

Year 2 values 50% 
higher for ages 0-3

1 32063.45 48095.18

2 19979.2 29968.8

3 11473.4 17210.1

4 10145.7 5072.85

Year 2 values 50% 
lower for ages 

4-7+

5 4716.905 2358.453

6 2377.51 1188.755

7+ 4155.28 2077.64



Fishery simulation
Data
• Catch-per-trip based on recent MRIP data

• Account for correlation in fluke and BSB catch 
through the use of copulas
�Specify marginal distributions for each series, select 

copula function that generates data with similar 
correlation structure

• Catch-per-trip of other species assumed 
independent 



Correlation between fluke and BSB
Observed catch on directed fluke 
trips, MA-NY 2019 Observed catch, MA-NY 2019

Observed catch on directed BSB 
trips, MA-NY 2019



Fishery simulation 
Calibration 

•  



Calibration results for summer flounder
Harvest



Calibration results for summer flounder
Discards



Calibration results for summer flounder
Harvest-at-length

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality of distribution functions:
Sim. model vs. assessment p-value =0.084
Sim. model vs. MRIP p-value =.175



Calibration results for summer flounder
Discards-at-length

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality of distribution functions:
Sim. model vs. assessment p-value =0.390
Sim. model vs. MRIP p-value =0.043



Calibration results for black sea bass
Harvest



Calibration results for black sea bass
Discards



Simulation example
• Implemented a variety of regulations across states, holding 

everything else constant
•  Assumed 100% compliance
• Measured expected changes in angler welfare, harvest, 

discards, and effort 



Simulation results – angler welfare



Simulation results – harvest 



Simulation results – discards



Simulation results – effort 



Other model outputs
• Total summer flounder catch-, harvest-, 

discards-at-length

• Harvest and discards of other species caught on 
summer flounder trips



Goals of this workshop
• Define other types of model outputs that may be 

important to capture.

• Decide what types of management scenarios are 
important to model.



Advantages compared to current process
• Model accounts for:

• changes in availability 
• changes in angler behavior/welfare
• species interactions

• Can be used to model the effect of slight to extreme 
changes in regulations

• With population projections, can be used to model 
regulations for multiple years



Feedback from SSC peer review
• SSC peer review comments focused mainly on two 

concerns
1. Sample selection
2. Out-of-sample predictive power



Thank you!


